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Diversity of fragment sizes in multifragmentation of gold nuclei induced by relativistic 3He ions
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The charge-moment technique has been used to study the fragment charge distribution for the
3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au reaction. A large variety of fragment charges characterized by a relative variance;2.3,
is observed for excitation energies around 5.5 MeV/nucleon. Similar signals related to a phase transition are
predicted by the percolation model and the statistical multifragmentation model. Effects of detector acceptance
and contribution from fission are discussed.
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PACS number~s!: 25.70.Pq, 25.55.2e
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A nucleus under extreme conditions of temperature
break into many pieces of different sizes. This phenomen
referred to as multifragmentation, is often related to the p
sible existence of phase transition in nuclear matter@1–5#.
The occurrence of a second-order phase transition~critical
behavior! was suggested over ten years ago by the obse
tion of the fragment mass yield exhibiting a power law d
pendence@6#. Since that time, various statistical tools ha
been developed in order to extract a signal of critical beh
ior from the fragment size distributions@7–14#. In particular,
Campi in his pioneering work@7# has proposed to study mo
ments of the fragment size distributions. Within the fram
work of infinite percolation models, the moments of order
2 or greater diverge at the critical point@7,15#. For finite
systems, the divergence is replaced by a maximum nea
critical point. This indicates a strong connection with t
continuous limit, which makes those quantities of great
terest in searching for signals of a critical behavior.

In this contribution, we present the charge moment ana
sis applied to the3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au reaction. The trans-
port and thermal properties of this system have been stu
in Refs.@16–19#. The interest in this system lies in the fa
that the heating process is achieved over a small time s
without leading to sizable compressional or rotational
fects. In fact, unlike most heavy-ion induced reactions,
present data show a unique multifragment source@16,18#. In
contrast with the present system, extracting signals fr
heavy-ion reactions can be controversial due to the prob
of source separation.
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Our first attempt in searching for a critical regime is t
examination of the relative variance of the fragment cha
distributions. This quantity is expected to reach the larg
values in the vicinity of the critical point@7#. As will be
shown below, mean values of the relative variance are
distorted by our detector acceptance in case of multifragm
events. Experimental evidence of such a signature is sc
@7,20,21#. Two results from emulsion experiments seem
lead to different conclusions@7,20#: one is in accord with a
three dimensional percolation model whereas no sim
agreement exists in the other. Advantages of the pre
technique over emulsion experiments are that the preequ
rium contribution can be partially removed from the analy
and that the transferred energies can be evaluated.

The experiment was performed at the Laboratoire N
tional Saturne@16–19#. Both light-charged particles an
intermediate-mass fragments (3<Z<20) are fullyZ identi-
fied with the Indiana Silicon Sphere 4p detector array@22#.
In order to minimize contributions from preequilibrium pro
cesses, only ‘‘thermal-like’’ charged particles are conside
in the present analysis. The separation in thermal and
components has been done via a cutoff in kinetic energ
and is based on an analysis of the systematic behavior o
fragment energy spectra@17#. Thermal charged particles ar
defined to be those with energies below a cutoff energy
9Z131 MeV for 1<Z<20, except protons for which a
limit of 25 MeV is used.

For a given eventj , the charge moment of orderk is
defined as

mk
~ j !5(

Z
ZknZ

~ j !2~Zmax
~ j ! !k, ~1!

wherenZ
( j ) is the number of fragments of chargeZ andZmax

(j)

is the largest fragment charge in eventj . The fragment
charge distributions can be characterized by the relative v
ance,g2 , given as the following combination of moments

g2
~ j !5

m2
~ j !m0

~ j !

~m1
~ j !!2 . ~2!
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This quantity takes the valueg252 for a pure exponentia
distribution andg2.2 for a steep power-law distribution@7#.
In order to reveal nonstatistical fluctuations, it was propo
to select events according to their multiplicity,M @7,10#. In
this work, we examine the two statistical averages

ḡ25
^m2

~ j !&^m0
~ j !&

^m1
~ j !&2 , ~3!

^g2&5^g2
~ j !&. ~4!

In these expressions, brackets denote the average over e
with same multiplicity. The information content of these tw
quantities is different. The first one corresponds to the wi
of the average distribution̂nZ& for a given multiplicity and
has an unambiguous interpretation. The second reflects
average width of individual events and contains also inf
mation about fluctuations around the mean distributi
Since these two definitions were previously discus
@7,9,10#, we have decided to keep both in our analysis.

Figure 1 displayŝ g2& ~diamonds! and ḡ2 ~lines! as a
function of the observed multiplicity using various thresho
values of total detected charge,Zobs. Without restriction on
Zobs, the data contain a large portion of incomplete eve
and theg2 distributions are relatively flat. Increasing theZobs
threshold, the events are progressively more complete
for Zobs>50, 55, and 60,̂ g2& and ḡ2 are equivalent and
display a clear maximum at multiplicityMobs51261 with a
value of;2.3.

In order to check that the height and the position of
peak contains a physical meaning and is not a pure artifac
the selection and/or the detector acceptance, we have
simulations with the hybrid INC1SMM and INC1GEMINI
models where the coupling is performed event by event.
Liège Intranuclear Cascade Model~INC! @23# describes early
stages of the reaction providing input for the statistical m
tifragmentation model~SMM! @24# or the GEMINI code
@25#. After the cascade stage, the heavy remnants~fragment-
ing systems! are characterized by a broad excitation ene

FIG. 1. The experimental average relative variances^g2& ~dia-
monds! andḡ2 ~lines! as a function of the observed multiplicity fo
various conditions on the total observed charge,Zobs, ~indicated on
the figure! for the 3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au reaction.
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distribution reaching values up to;10 MeV/nucleon. A
stopping time of 35 fm/c was applied to the cascade mod
in order to reproduce the reconstructed excitation energy
tributions @19#. We have used the GEMINI code with th
level density parametera5A/11 MeV21 and the SMM with
the freeze-out volumeV53V0 , whereV0 corresponds to the
normal nuclear density. The observables considered in
work are not very sensitive to these parameters.

Figure 2 shows correlations related to the detector acc
tance effects. Quantities called ‘‘primary,’’ notedXprim , are
for all charged fragments of the heavy remnant. The te
‘‘observed’’ refers to observables (Xobs) obtained after pass
ing the events through the experimental filter with the sa
conditions as for the data. The last operation includes c
cade protons in order to evaluate their influence on the sig
after filtering. The left and central parts of the figure pres
results of the INC1SMM simulations with no selection~left!
and theZobs>50 selection~center!. As another test for the
latter selection, the right column in Fig. 2 shows results
the INC1GEMINI event generator. To allow a statisticall
significant event generation, GEMINI was run with a weigh
ing option which enhances emission of complex fragmen
Although this option is not realistic within the context of th
model, it is here only used for testing detector effects. T
top panel displayŝ g2&prim and ḡ2,prim versus the primary
multiplicity, Mprim . For all events~top-left!, the^g2&prim dis-
tribution presents a maximum around 2.1 atMprim.16
whereasḡ2,prim exhibits a strong peak~out of the displayed
scale! at low multiplicities where evaporation and fissio
events dominate. Note that a similar behavior is observe
primary INC1GEMINI events~not shown!. After applying

FIG. 2. Correlations between primary and observed quanti
obtained by the INC1SMM and INC1GEMINI ~weighting option!
simulations for the3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au reaction. Upper frames
^g2& ~diamonds! and ḡ2 ~lines! versus multiplicity before and afte
filtering. Lower frames: event by event correspondence betw
primary and observed multiplicities, and between primary and
served relative variances.
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the detector filter~next panel below! the observedg2 are
strongly reduced. Imposing a largeZobs threshold removes
evaporation and fission events. For both models, theZobs

>50 selection reducesḡ2 values in the low multiplicity re-
gion down to the same values as^g2&. The maximum ofḡ2

is thus sensitive to the selection. On the other hand, the^g2&
appears to be a good observable since the peak is no
strongly affected by the selection.1 Furthermore, comparing
INC1GEMINI to INC1SMM, we observe, as reported i
@9#, that different models lead to very different positions a
heights of the maximum.

In order to better quantify the detector effect on t
maxima properties, we also plotted on the bottom part of F
2 the event-by-event correspondence between primary
observed multiplicities and betweeng2,prim

( j ) and g2,obs
( j ) . On

average, forZobs>50, linear correlations between prima
and observed quantities occur:Mprim.1.45Mobs and g2,prim
.g2,obs, independently of the considered model.

Applying these relationships for correcting the expe
mental distributions, gives a primary multiplicity value o
;17 for the maximum ofg2 . The corresponding value o
the normalized primary multiplicityn5Mprim /Z0 , whereZ0
is the total charge of the breaking system, is about 0
taking the average charge of the fragmenting system f
INC (^Z&.69 for Zobs>50). Thus, the peak characteristi
of g2 is similar to the one observed in gold data@7,26#.

In Fig. 2, we see also clearly the effect of theZobs selec-
tion: large values ofg2,prim

( j ) which correspond to small value
of g2,obs

( j ) are discarded by our selection. Inspecting the de
tor acceptance shows that these events are mainly fissio
events correlated to the low multiplicity region. This affec
strongly ḡ2 but not ^g2&. As already pointed out by the
authors of Refs.@8,29#, fission may influence theg2 values.
The significant change between primary and observedḡ2 is
an illustration of this effect. In order to study the effect of t
fission contaminant ong2 an additional analysis has bee
done by removing the two heaviest fragments in the calc
tions of the moments. In Fig. 3, we report the behavior
both g2 when all the fragments but the largest one are c
sidered~left column! and when the two largest fragments a
removed~right column!. In order to illustrate the effect of the
new definition, we show a simulation with INC1GEMINI,
without enhanced fragment production, where a large fr
tion of the events arise from fission processes. In this c
Zobscondition is reduced toZobs>35 to allow for appropriate
statistics. We first remark that fission gives effectively lar
values ofg2 with the original definition. Applying the new
definition reduces considerably theg2 values. For both
INC1SMM and DATA with the selectionZobs>50, values
of ^g2& greater than 2 remain, which indicates that the ch
acteristics of thê g2& peak is mainly due to multifragmen
tation events.

1The authors of Ref.@10# have proposed to use the differen
dg25^g2&2ḡ2 for studying nonstatistical fluctuations in the fra
ment size distribution. We see clearly here thatdg2 may be strongly
affected by the presence of fission and evaporation events. Fur
more, given our detector acceptance, theZobs selection leads to
dg2.0.
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The model simulations show that, in addition to the fa
that the data signal could not be understood by a trivial
fect, neither the detection acceptance nor theZobs condition
influences^g2&. SMM gives a maximum value of̂g2& of
;2.1, at an observed multiplicity close to 12, which is sim
lar to the data signal when excluding the heaviest fragm

We further investigated another model: a bon
percolation simulation on a 43434 cubic lattice which has
a size close to our system. It is known to display a maxim
in g2 which is connected to critical features present in t
infinite case. This model has also been used to check tha
limitation on maximum identified chargeZ520 does not
preclude the observation of eventual critical events. Mak
an approximate filtering using effectiveZ-dependent prob-
abilities of fragment detection extracted from th
INC1SMM simulations, shows that a reasonable amoun
these events is preserved. The model exhibits before filte
a maximum of ^g2&.2 at a normalized multiplicity
n.0.28 ~see Ref.@20#!. The results after the filtering ar
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for Zobs>50. The position and
height of the peaks are in good agreement with data for
definitions of g2 . Note that the persistence ofg2 values
greater than 2, further indicates that a large part of criti
events survive in the experimental acceptance.

In addition to the relative variance, we have also exa
ined the ln(m3

(j)/m1
(j)) vs ln(m2

(j)/m1
(j)) correlation, which can be

used in determining thet critical exponent@7,11#. The plot
for experimental events exhibits a linear correlation with t
slope parameterl3/252.260.1 giving t52.1760.07. Simi-
lar values were obtained from other experimental d
@7,20,27,28#. Nearly the same results are also predicted
the SMM, GEMINI, and percolation models. As was alrea
pointed out@20,29#, this slope parameter is only weakly se
sitive to the models. On the contrary, the height and

er-

FIG. 3. The observed̂g2& ~diamonds! andḡ2 ~lines! as a func-
tion of the observed multiplicity:~a! calculations without the larges
fragment,~b! without the two largest fragments. INC1GEMINI,
INC1SMM simulations and data are for the3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au
reaction. Bond-percolation calculations are performed on 43434
cubic lattice. Gating conditions onZobs are indicated on the figure
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position of the maximum of̂g2& are more discriminant.
Since the present results point out signals which co

suggest a possible phase transition, it is worthwhile to e
mate the corresponding excitation energy. It has been ca
lated using the total kinetic energy, neutron multiplicity fro
a mass balance, and appropriateQ value ~see for example
@19#!. The INC1SMM simulations, which reproduce fairly
well also the experimental fragment charge distributio
were employed to correct for the detector inefficiency. T
excitation energy is correlated with the multiplicity. Fo
events withZobs>50, the multiplicity rangeMobs55225
corresponds, on average, to the range of excitation ener
to 9 MeV/nucleon. The maximum of^g2& occurs for events
with Mobs51261 and the average excitation energy of 5
60.3 MeV/nucleon.

In conclusion, the relative variance,g2 , of the charge
distribution for thermal-like fragments emitted in th
3He~4.8 GeV!1197Au reaction has been examined. In this r
action, a single heated source is created, avoiding the a
guity of source recognition@16–18#. Furthermore, in contras
with emulsion experiments, our data allow to reduce the
fect of preequilibrium emission. A careful analysis h
shown that a maximum of̂g2& is present with a value o
;2.3 at a normalized multiplicityn.0.25 ~after correction
for detector effects!. This maximum, which is not due to
trivial effect like detector acceptance, selection or prese
of fissionlike events, corresponds to an average excita
energyE!/A.5.5 MeV.

The height and the multiplicity position of theg2 peak as
well as the value of thet exponent are in agreement wit
predictions of the three-dimensional percolation model. T
confirms the observation of Ref.@7#, where a similar system
was studied. Although this resemblance between the exp
mental and percolation signals suggests the presence
critical behavior in nuclear systems, it is insufficient to co
clude on the nature of the transition. The three-dimensio
percolation and the liquid-gas universality classes have s
lar values of thet critical exponent: 2.18 and 2.21, respe
tively @27#. The available experimental accuracy does
allow one to discriminate them. Since thet exponent de-
scribes the spectrum of fragment sizes at the critical p
~power law!, one expects similar critical multiplicities an
g2 values~locations of theg2 maximum! for these two tran-
sitions. Thus, the knowledge of another critical exponen
desired.
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Such an attempt has been done recently by the EOS
laboration for the Au(1A GeV)1C system@27,28# studied
in reverse kinematics. The authors conclude that the fr
ment size distributions exhibit a thermodynamic scaling w
exponents consistent with the liquid-gas values@28#. The
critical point is characterized by the total multiplicity of 2
61 and corresponds toE!/A;5 MeV. The method used fo
determining thes exponent requires events with large mu
tiplicities which are observed atE!/A.9 MeV @28,30# and
not available in our system. Thet exponent and the excita
tion energies related to the critical point are similar in t
EOS and present results. The critical multiplicity,Mprim
.17, is obtained here for thermal charged fragments wh
the EOS value of 22 is for all charged fragments. Furth
discrepancies may arise also from differences between
systems and the methods used due to finite size effects.

Relative to percolation, the more realistic INC1SMM
model also gives a good reproduction of the experimen
signal. The analysis of the conditional moments, perform
for a Au nucleus within the SMM framework@31#, indicates
the occurrence of a critical behavior at an excitation ene
of about 5 MeV/nucleon and a temperatureT.6 MeV.
These values fall into a region where a flattening of the
loric curve is observed@31#. A similar correspondence can b
deduced from the ALADIN data, where thêg2& versus
Zbound distribution is peaked aroundZbound.50 correlated
with E!/A.6 MeV @21,32#. The coincidence between thes
two signatures may be accidental or may point to the criti
behavior as being due to a reminiscence of the first-or
liquid-gas phase transition. Note that Ref.@31# shows indeed,
in a particular model at least, that the two signatures
linked.

In summary, overall properties of the relative varian
maximum seem to support the possible existence of a ph
transition in nuclear systems. However the origin of suc
positive signal in finite systems may not be unique@33#. In
further analysis, additional studies will be performed invo
ing complementary statistical tools@8,10,12,13#, in order to
better characterize our observation.
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